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Jurassic Park III: The DNA Factor
FAQ/Walkthrough
by thesmoothcriminal

JURASSIC PARK III's first published FAQ/STRATEGY GUIDE 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING PLEASE READ THE  
FOLLOWING!

My E-mail- the_smooth_criminal64@hotmail.com 

If you are going to email me with a question, code, etc.  PLEASE do the  
following:

If you are sending in a code, the subject title must be: "Code=J.P.3" 
If you are sending in a question, the subject title must be:  
"Question=J.P.3" (Or "Quest.=J.P.3) 
If you are sending in correction, the subject title must be:   
"Correction=J.P.3" (Or "Correct.=J.P.3) 
If you think I should add any more to this FAQ, then put: "Add=J.P.3" 

Doing these simple instructions will help me a lot if you follow them.  Its  
not like it will give you a heart attack if you do it.  It should only take  
about 5 seconds to do. 

Titles surrounded by #s are chapters of this FAQ/Strategy Guide 
Titles surrounded by *s are sections of the chapters of this FAQ/Strategy  
Guide
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############## 
[1=FAQ updates] 
############## 
FINAL 1.8= This is the final version of this FAQ!  I have finally got a  
question to put in my FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)! 

Version 1.7= I have gotten I new email address so if you want to email me a  
code, then you will have to email me at the_smooth_criminal@hotmail.com. 

Version 1.6= Its clean-up time!  I am looking at the FAQ/Guide and making  
things neater and more organized, along with some new other things like a  
"strategies" section.  This FAQ/Guide can now be found on cheatcc.com. 

Version 1.5= I have added the rest of the levels to this FAQ/Guide!!  I  
still need questions and emails from people so I can complete the "FAQ"  
section and "Thanks" section of this guide!  This FAQ can now be found on  
Cheatplanet.com and a2zcheatc.com! 10-18-01 

Version 1.4= WOW!  This is my first FAQ and I am amazed at the progress it  
has made!  4 sites have it posted in only 4 days!  Two of them asked me!   
Read the "Location" section of this FAQ to see where it is posted.  I have  
added level 7!  10-02-01 

Version 1.3= I have completed level 4 and added level 5 and 6!  I also added  
a tip after each level in the walkthrough!  This FAQ is now on gamefaqs.com!  
10-01-01 

Version 1.2= I have added level 4 to the walkthrough!  I also put in some  
emailing rules that you MUST follow before you email me with a code,  
question, or correction! 9-30-01 

Version 1.1= I have added a "Location" section so you can see the places  
where this FAQ can be viewed.  I also added a "Dino File section"!  Now you  
can read what the Dino File says about ALL of the dinos on the game!  I have  
added levels 2, 3, and started level 4 on the walkthrough!  I have taken out  
the diagram of the DNA capsule because it was causing too much trouble.  My  
FAQ was excepted at cheatcodes.com! 9-29-01 

Version 1.0= I have put up the Table of Contents, the story, the Basic  
info./controls for game, diagram of DNA capsule, the FAQ, the Strategy guide  
for level 1, put up the first secret that I found, the Strategies for  
Defeating Bosses, and the Contact/Legal Info. sections!!  9-28-01 

############### 
[2= THE STORY] 
############### 
A storm is brewing over Isla Sorna.  Threading in and out of the  
lightning-laced clouds, an InGen Corporation plane makes its way toward the  



landing strip.  Hammered by fist-like winds; the plane struggles and  
disappears. 

A few days later a search party hacks its way to the wreckage in the thick  
jungles of Isla Sorna.  Only peices of the wrecked aircraft can be found -  
its precious DNA capsules has been scattered far and wide across the remote  
tropical outpost.  Isla Sorna is ground zero for InGen's fantastic  
experiments with prehistoric predators.  Mark Hanson and Lori Torres have  
been hand picked to retrieve the lost DNA. 

##################################### 
[3= BASIC INFO./CONTROLS FOR GAME] 
##################################### 
********* 
{Controls:} 
********* 
L Button: Slide out Dino File on the World Map (after you see at least one  
dino)
          Move base DNA capsule left 

R Button- Pick up item 
          Hold down to crouch in place 
          Slide/roll whill running (with control pad) 
          Move base DNA capsule right 

A button- Confirm selection 
          Start Game 
          Scroll thorugh dialog 
          Go to selected location from World Map 
          Go to Dino Files when Dino File is open 
          Jump 
          Drop off ladder 
          Shoot DNA particle 

B button- Cancel selection 
          Cancel map 
          Action: Use the currently equipped item or weapon 
          Jump Kick (with jump button) 
          Quick DNA strand rotation 

Control Pad- Move character 
             UP: Run up to upper track 
                 Climb up a ladder 
                 Pull up when hanging from a cliff, log, or ledge 

             DOWN:  Run down to lower track 
                    Climb Down a ladder 
                    Drop off a cliff, log, or ledge while hanging 

             LEFT:  Run or crawl left (with crawl buton) 
                    Jump left (with jump button) 
                    Move injector left 

             Right: Run or crawl right (with Crawl button) 
                    Jump right (with jump button) 
                    Move injector right 

Start- Pause game 



Select- Not used 

***************** 
{GENERAL INFO.} 
***************** 
This game is a good game, but for Gameboy Advance, the graphics could have  
been a little better.  All you do on the game is avoid Dinos and collect DNA  
particles.  At the end of each stage (except for last two) you will take  
control of an injector and in front of the injector will be the DNA that you  
have to hit that is the same color as the one that is loaded into the  
injector.  After you have completed the DNA capsule you will have created a  
new dino!  Watch out for organisms in the DNA, if the injector is hit by one  
then you have to go back and to the level over!  You can choose to be a man  
named Indiana Jone…. er.. I mean Mark Hanson , or a woman named Lori Torres.  
  I have only played as the man so far. 

################################# 
[4= FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)] 
################################# 

Q= I am having trouble with defeating the T-Rex. 

A= You must have it bite at you and then run away and shoot one shot at it  
before it can lift its head back up. 

###################### 
[5= STRATEGY GUIDE] 
###################### 

Note: I have only played as the man, Mark Hanson, so I don't know if the  
story is different with the woman, Lori Torres.  If you know if the story is  
different between the both, E-mail me please! 

*********************************** 
{LEVEL ONE: LAND OF THE GIANTS} 
*********************************** 
Despite its name this area is mostly filled with small dinosaurs.   
Collecting the DNA particles should be easy, but watch out for bottomless  
pits!

In this level you will see your fist dino, the Compy. 

You start out with a rock in front of you with 3 DNA particles around it and  
a rock above you with some meat beside it.  Collect those particles and run  
up and collect the meat (R button).  Keep going right and you will see your  
first Dino, the Compy!  It will be standing in front of a log.  Throw some  
meat at it (B button) so it will be distracted.  Go above the log and  
collect the DNA particles and then go back down and jump on top of the log  
and collect the DNA particle.  Now go accros it and collect all the DNA  
particles in that area and keep going untill you reach a bottomless pit.   
Jump over it and you should be hanging from from the ledge on the other  
side, climb up (up on control pad) and collect the two DNA particles.  Go to  
the rock above you and collect the knife and the DNA particle on it.  Now go  
back down and climb to the top of the rock down there and let the compy  
chase you.  Run back and then turn around and hit it with your new knife.   
Then collect the DNA particle between that rock and another one.  Then go up  
and collect that DNA particle.  Stay up there and collect three more  
particles.   You should be in front of a log with a Compy on it it and there  



should also be a log beneath you.  Jump up and kill the Compy and run across  
and collect the DNA particles on it.  Then after you have crossed it go back  
down and jump on the log to the left of you and kill that Compy.  Collect  
the DNA particles and then head back right.  Collect the DNA particle.   
There will be a rock above you and one to the right of you.  Wait for a  
Compy to come down from the rock above you and slash it with your knife.   
Then go up from where the Compy came and go right and collect the DNA  
particle.  Then go back down and jump on the rock to the left of you and  
kill the Compy and then collect the DNA particles.  Go back right until you  
reach a log.  Go up above the log (Up on control pad) and collect the two  
DNA particles and kill the Compy.  Jump over the pit and collect two more  
DNA particles.  Jump over the rock in front of you and collect the DNA  
particles on that rock.  Keep going right and collect three DNA particles at  
the dead end at the pit.  Now go back down and cross the log and jump over  
the pit.  There should now be a rock above you and one in front of you.  Go  
over the rock in front of you and then go up and kill the Compy(s) and go  
left and collect the heart and the DNA particle on that rock.  Then go back  
right until you reach two logs, one in front of you and one on bottom.   
Cross the one on the bottom and collect the DNA particles and then go left  
and cross it again.  Go up and cross that log and grab the DNA capsule!   
STAGE CLEAR 

TIP FOR STAGE: Some DNA a located at below the edge of some pits.  What you  
have to do is fall down and then move toward the edge.  You should grab hold  
of the edge and get the DNA. Some DNA are located above rocks that you have  
to jump to get.  Look very closely, because some of the DNA are green and  
blend in with the background. 

You should have got: 

BLUE: 09/09 
RED: 13/13
YELLOW: 14/14 
GREEN:  13/13 

MISSION COMPLETE 

Now you will do the first DNA capsule stage!!  The game will introduce you  
to this level and tell you how to play it.  This DNA container stage is  
easy.  The DNA rotates very slowly so you shouldn't have any trouble with  
shooting the particles.  There are two organisms that shouldn't be much  
trouble to you. 

The Dino that you created will be the Gallimimus. 

10' long 150 lbs. 65 mil. years ago 

Ostrich-like herbivore.  Timid by nature, but will stampede if startled. 

**************************** 
{LEVEL 2: THE GRASSLANDS} 
**************************** 
The Grasslands are home to Gallimimus.  Don't get caught in a stampede! 

This is one tough level! 

When you start go to the top lane and keep going until you get a DNA  
particle.  Stay up there and move forward a little bit more.   You should  
here a Dino shriek and then I Gallimimus will run away in the bottom lane.   
Jump over the log and collect the DNA particle.  Go to the bottom lane and  



wait for the Gallimimus to run by then go up to the top lane and get that  
DNA particle.  Then jump over the next log and stay up in the top lane.  A  
Gallimimus  will run away on the bottom lane.  Then move up to the next log  
and switch to the bottom lane and let a Gallimimus run by the top lane.   
Then go to the top lane and jump over the log, collecting the DNA particle.   
This next part is tricky.  Jump over the next log and switch to the bottom  
lane.  Run until the next log comes into view.  Two Gallimimus will stampede  
at you.  As soon as the one that is in the same lane as you gets right next  
to you, switch lanes!  You should have just barely missed the Gallimimus  
running by on the top lane.  Stay up on the top lane and collect the next  
DNA particle.  Then jump over that log and switch to the bottom lane and  
collect the DNA particle.  Stay down there and keep running until you get to  
the next log that takes up both lanes. Jump over that one and the one after  
that one.  Go to the end of the rocks and then run behind them (going left).  
   Jump over the next log and keep running until you get to the next log.   
Don't jump over it.  A Gallimimus will jump over you.  Then  collect the DNA  
particles that are above the next two logs.  Go back down to the bottom lane  
and run until you reach the next log.  Jump over it and crouch and let the  
Gallimimus jump over you.  Wait until it runs off of the screen and continue  
on..  You should reach some small buildings that you can jump on top of.   
Avoid the Compies and collect all the DNA particles in that area.  Then you  
should reach a very large fence.  Collect the DNA particles until you reach  
a door.  The will be a Compy next to the entrance.  There is really no way  
to avoid it so just run past it the best you can and collect the gun and the  
two DNA particles at the end.  Then turn around and shoot the Compy and go  
to the other end and collect the DNA particles.  Then exit the fence and  
collect the DNA particles until you reach a log.  Switch to the bottom lane  
if you aren't already in that lane and let the Gallimimus run past you.   
Jump over the log and collect the DNA particle and switch to the top lane  
and watch the Gallimimus run by.  Go over the next two logs and collect the  
DNA particles and then go to the bottom lane and run until the Gallimimus  
passes and then jump over the logs until you see the DNA capsule!  Don't get  
it yet, run past it and stay on the bottom lane and wait for the Gallimimus  
to pass at the top and then switch lanes so the Gallimimus on the bottom  
lane can run past.  Jump over the log, run to the end, collect the 4 DNA  
particles at the end, run back, and collect the DNA capsule.  STAGE CLEAR 

TIP FOR STAGE: When crossing a log, look for DNA that is above your head  
that you will have to jump to get to.  ALWAYS look above your head for DNA  
on a log.  They can be hard to see if you aren't looking for them. 

You should have got: 

BLUE:  21/21 
RED: 18/18
YELLOW: 17/17 
GREEN: 15/15 

MISSION COMPLETE 

Now you will face you second DNA capsule stage!!  The DNA still rotates  
slowly,  but there is an organism that will try to hit the injector.  Just  
move out of the way.  The DNA will move down a little bit faster, but you  
should beat it with no prob. 

The Dino that you created is a Brachiosaurus 

80' long 70 tons 145 Mil. Years ago 

The tallest dinosaur.  Use its great height to reach leaves of tall trees. 



***************************************** 
{LEVEL 3: RETURN TO JUNGLE OF GIANTS} 
***************************************** 
Return to the jungle of giants to collect DNA particles and to find another  
base DNA.  Now you'll find out how this area got its name! 

I don't know why they made you come back here a second time.  You should  
start out in the same place.  One rock in front one above.  Collect the DNA  
particle behind the one behind the rock in front of you and three on the  
rock above you.  Go down and collect the DNA (past the second rock) and you  
should now be in front of a log with a Compy on it.  There will be a Compy  
above the log so you can't go that way.  Jump on the log and jump over the  
Compy and collect the gun.   Turn around and shoot the Compy.  There will be  
one behind you, you know what to do.  Then cross the log and go up and shoot  
the Compy above that log.  Keep going right until you reach a pit.  Collect  
the DNA particles and go to the top lane and jump over the narrow part of  
the pit.  Collect the particles around it and then go to the rock on the top  
lane and shoot the Gallimimus as it runs at you.  Collect the particles .   
Stay up on the top lane and shoot another Gallimimus.  You should be out of  
ammo.  Go back down and go left and run over the collection of rocks,  
collecting the particles.  Then go back up and go right.  Jump over the  
Gallimimus that is running at you.  Keep going right and cross the log and  
jump over the Gallimimus at the end.  Then go up and cross the log above the  
one you just crossed.  And collect the DNA particles on it and go back.  Go  
to the rock and crouch so the Gallimimus jumps over you.  Then collect the  
DNA on that rock and keep going right and jump over the Gallimimus (on the  
top lane).  When you reach a pit switch to the bottom lane and collect the  
DNA on the collection of rocks.  Then go back right and collect the DNA  
around the pit and cross the and collect the DNA on the other side.  Get the  
meat and run on the bottom lane.  Throw the meat at the first Compy you see  
and then go up and jump kick the Compies in the rock, making them run away.   
Collect the DNA on the rocks.  Then go back right and collect the DNA around  
the pit at the end and cross the log.  At the end of the log, jump over the  
pit.  Go over the rock in front of you and go to the top lane and get the  
heart behind the rock.  Try to jump kick the Compy twice that is up there.   
Go back down and when you reach yet another log jump on it and kick the  
Compy (on the bottom lane) and collect all the DNA at the past the log.   
Cross that log again and go to the top lane and cross the log above that  
one.  Now you face a very hard challenge, the Brachiosaurus.   It will pick  
up its two feet in the background and move them, jump whenever they hit the  
ground.  Then it will pick up its foot in front of you.  Slide under it  
(over and R button) then it will pick up the other foot.  Do the same.  Then  
try to time your jumps right with every foot.  After the Brachiosaurus is  
gone, a DNA capsule magically appears!  How did that happen!?!?!?  We, may  
never know, so just grab it. STAGE CLEAR!  That was one hard level! 

TIP FOR STAGE: Look all over the rocks for DNA and at the end of each log.   
Some DNA are located below the edges of some pits.  Drop off and move toward  
the ledge and you should grab on and collect the DNA. 

You should have got: 

BLUE: 09/09 
RED: 13/13
YELLOW: 15/15 
GREEN: 13/13 

MISSION COMPLETE 



Now you will play yet another easy DNA capsule.  The DNA still rotates  
slowly so you shouldn't have a prob. with that , but watch your guard, there  
are three organism flying around the screen!  Try not to get hit by one! 

You just created the Velociraptor!  Yippee!! (Where is the hair on its head  
from the movie!?) 

6' long 100lbs. 75mil. years ago 

Intelligent predator.  Hunts in packs.  Armed with razor-sharp claws and  
teeth. 

************************ 
{LEVEL 4: RAPTOR PENS} 
************************ 
The Raptor Pens have been overrun by escaped raptors.  They are swift and  
relentless so use caution while proceeding through this area! 

When you start go right until you reach a small building whit two DNA  
particles on it.  There will be a raptor trapped in a cage underneath you!   
Don't you think it would be dead after all these years!?!?!  There will be  
another raptor next to the cage that is free, so you will have to watch out  
for that one.  Jump down (trying not to land on the raptor) and switch to  
the top lane while running right.  When the raptor switches to the top lane  
with you, switch to the bottom one until you reach the staircase.  Go to the  
top lane and collect the DNA particle above the staircase and then go back  
down and climb the staircase.  When you get to the top run right until you  
see another raptor.  Repeat the same procedure of switching lanes and go  
down the hole and collect the DNA and the shocker!  Now you can fight back!   
Jump out of the hole and keep going right.   If that raptor that you saw  
last is trying to get you, the give it to 'em!  Then run to the next hole  
and drop down and collect the next two DNA.  If there is a raptor there,  
shock it and run to the next hole.  You should see a staircase that goes  
down there and a Raptor that is walking right.  Get even with the staircase  
and stand at or near the top step.  The Raptor should chase you.  When he  
does, go down to the bottom lane and fall down into it.  You should have  
lost the Raptor.  Collect the DNA on the steps and in the hole and then jump  
back out.  Then you should reach another hole.  Fall down it and shock the  
raptor and collect the DNA that is making an arch in the sky.  Then go to  
the wall from which you fell down from and go to the bottom lane and behind  
the wall with a fence in the middle.  Then run up the stairs past the wall  
and collect the DNA.  Once you reach the top, run right until you reach  
another raptor.  When it chases you, run toward the staircase and then duck  
a little bit away from the top step.  The Raptor should try to do a jumping  
claw attack, but will miss you and fly down the stairs.  Once that is done  
and taken care of go right.  When you reach the next hole jump down, shock  
the raptor, and collect the DNA.  Jump out, go up the stairs and collect the  
DNA on them .  Run until you reach the next hole and you should see a  
raptor, try to make it jump out of the hole and let it chase you until you  
get to the stair case, crouch and let him fly!   Then go down the hole,  
collect the heart and the DNA and jump out.  Run until you reach the next  
raptor.  Let him chase you for a short time and then crouch and let him jump  
over you and IMMEDIATELY run right and you should have lost him.  Fall off  
the ledge and jump and collect the first DNA underneath it.  Then go down to  
the bottom lane and then let the next raptor chase you and crouch and let  
him jump over you and IMMEDIATELY run right so you will lose him.  Collect  
all the DNA under the ledge that you fell off of and the DNA at the end.   
Then go back right and use the same technique to lose the raptor.  Then go  



right until you reach the capsule and pick it up.  STAGE CLEAR. 

TIP FOR STAGE: When looking for DNA search above the holes.  There will be  
DNA over almost all of them on the top lane. 

You should have got: 

BLUE:10/10
RED: 10/10
YELLOW:10/10 
GREEN 10/10 

MISSION COMPLETE 

This DNA capsule stage will be a little harder.  The DNA still rotates  
slowly, but there is an organism that will follow the injector.  Just shoot  
it with some DNA that you don't need. 

You have just created the mighty triceratops. 

30' long 6 tons 65 Mil. years ago. 
Large herbivore.  Its 3 horns & bony frill make it dangerous if provoked. 

********************** 
{LEVEL 5: HATCHERY} 
********************** 
Due to neglect and over breeding the once magnificent Hatchery lay ruined.   
Search high and low for hidden DNA and confirm reports of large quadrupeds  
spotted roaming the structure. 

More Dino fun!  When you start, run to the top lane and jump up and collect  
the DNA.  Then run right and collect the DNA in both lanes.  Then you should  
encounter some Compy.  Jump kick them and let them run away.   In that area  
there will be a striped wall with a ladder you have to jump to and climb  
(the wall has a red DNA bye it).  Climb that ladder and when you reach the  
top go right and collect the three DNA.  Then go back left and jump as soon  
as you get to the ladder.  You should collect two DNA and then grab on to a  
ledge.  Collect the DNA on that platform.  Then jump and grab onto the next  
platform.  Pull yourself up and jump kick the two Compy twice and then  
collect the shocker at the end.  Fall off, NOT jump off, so you can collect  
all the DNA.  CRAP!!  Now you are back at the beginning!  When you get to  
the part with the ladder this time go left when you reach the top.  Collect  
the heart and jump and try to make yourself hang on to the ledge of the next  
platform so you can collect the DNA.  Look at that scary raptor!  Don't  
worry about him right now.  Fall off and collect the DNA and go back left.   
Climb up the ladder for the third time and go left to the platform with the  
raptor on it and shock it to and discover that there are two on it!  Then  
jump off, NOT FALL off, and collect the DNA.  Then go right and collect the  
DNA and when you reach the heart, go to the very right of that platform and  
jump and collect the DNA.  What was that!?!  That thing sounded mean?  Let's  
go down and take a look..  Well I'll be darned!  It's a triceratops!  Shock  
it three times and knock it out.  Then go right and collect yet another  
shocker and find another Triceratops.  Just run right past it on the bottom  
lane.  It won't do anything!  Then keep going right until you reach a  
ladder.  Climb up it and go right and kill that raptor, or avoid it.  Then  
go down and kill the next two raptors and pick up the DNA capsule.  STAGE  
CLEAR

Tip for this stage:  Look very closely to find DNA.  Some is blended in with  



the background and behind some egg storing thingies. 

You should have got: 

BLUE: 14/14 
RED: 12/12
YELLOW:14/14 
GREEN: 13/13 

MISSION COMPLETE 

Now this is where the fun begins!  The DNA rotates at a good speed and moves  
down faster.  To top it off, there are three organisms shooting around the  
screen, luckily they don't follow the injector. 

You created the scary T-rex!  OH NO!! 

40' long 8 tons 65 Million years ago. 

One of the largest carnivores.  Its jaws are filled with saw-edged teeth. 

***************************************** 
{LEVEL 6: RETURN TO THE RAPTOR PENS.} 
***************************************** 
Return to the Raptor Pens to get the base DNA to find out what could be  
fearsome enough to scare raptors away from their own territory!  (As if we  
don't know) 

There are absolutely NO raptors in this level. 

When you start out running right like you always do, there will be a  
Galimimus running past you on the other lane!  Then jump on top of the  
building to find a Gallimimus is up there!  Just jump over it.  Then go to  
the stairs to find that a Gallimimus is running down them.  Switch lanes and  
go up the stairs after the Gallimimus runs by.  Then at the first hole,  
there will be a Gallimimus at the top lane and in the hole.  Get a little  
bit away from the hole (far enough that you can jump over the Gallimimus)  
and jump over the Gallimimus. Go down the hole and collect the DNA and then  
keep going to find another hole.  Jump over the Gallimimus.  Pick the DNA  
and go on to find yet another hole.  Go to the bottom lane and let the  
Gallimimus runs up the stairs.  Pick up the DNA and go a little right to  
find another Gallimimus.  Jump over it.  Then, after collecting the DNA,  
jump out of the hole and fall off the ledge and go right (on the bottom lane  
and jump over the Gallimimus.  Collect the DNA arched in the air and then go  
back to the ledge you fell off of and then push up and go to the top lane.   
You should have just missed a Gallimimus.  Then go to the next hole, this  
will be kinda hard so just stay with me hear.  There will be a triceratops  
in that hole.  When you fall down there that is the first time you will see  
it.  Watch it raise its foot and when it hits the ground run and jump.  You  
should have jumped over it.  Go right, collecting all of the DNA.  Where  
have all the Gallimimus gone!?  Keep going and fall off of the ledge.  Then  
jump and collect the DNA under the ledge.  Near the end you will see a  
Triceratops.  Do the same technique.  Watch its foot and when it hits the  
ground run and jump over it.  Then at the end pick up the gun.  Then, when  
you reach the gun, go right until you reach……… THE T-REX!!  Read the "Boss  
Strategies" section of this FAQ and read how to defeat him.  Then another  
DNA capsule magically appears!  How did that happen?  Is it linked with the  
DNA capsule in "Return to the Land of the Giants"?  We may never know…  so  
just pick it up and do that DNA capsule stage.  STAGE COMPLETE 



TIP FOR THIS STAGE: There are none!  It all just goes with the flow! 

You should have got: 

BLUE: 10/10 
RED: 10/10
GREEN: 10/10 
YELLOW: 10/10 

MISSION COMPLETE 

Boy are you in for a wild ride!!  The DNA rotates stupidly fast, and there  
are three organisms!  They don't follow the injector though, so this should  
make it a little bit easier. 

You just created the friendly Pteradon. (Ya right!) 

30' wing span 120 Lbs. 80 Mil years ago. 
Flying pterosaur.  Swoops down from great heights to attack its prey. 

************************** 
{LEVEL 7: SAVAGE LANDS} 
************************** 
In the branches of the tall trees you will find refuge from terrestrial  
dinosaurs, but be on the alert for the winged terrors that rule the sky! 

When you start out, go to the top lane and jump on top of that ledge and  
collect the DNA on it and then collect some after you reach the end of that  
one on the ground below you.  Then jump on top of the next ledge and collect  
the two DNA.  Then you will find that a tree is blocking you.  Then go back  
left until you reach the end of that ledge.  Fall off of it and then go  
right.  Collect the DNA until you see a velociraptor.  Go to the top lane  
and jump on top of the left ledge.  Climb all the way to the top while  
collecting DNA until you reach the tree that was once blocking you.  Climb  
up the vine that is growing up the side of the tree and collect the DNA on  
the right branch and then go left.  A Pteradon will attack you.  Their  
flight pattern is up, then down, then up, then down, and so on.  Jump over  
them when they go down, or go under them when they go up. 

Go until you reach the end of the right branch and collect the shocker.   
Then go right and fall off and keep going until you reach the place with the  
velociraptor.  Then, still on the top lane, jump on to the next ledge and  
collect the DNA.  Then when you reach the right side of it, fall off and go  
to the bottom lane and jump on top of that ledge.  Climb up the tree and  
collect the DNA to the left of you and then go right and jump and grab on to  
another branch (you should have collected some a DNA when you grabbed on).   
Then climb up and go right and fall off the branch.  Collect the DNA down  
there and climb back up the tree.  You should see a Pteradon hovering above  
you.  Try to dodge it as best as you can and jump on to the branch to the  
right, then to the left, then to the right.  Then jump on to the branch  
above you and collect the three DNA hovering in the air.  Then go right and  
dodge the Pteradon.  Then fall off and kill the raptor with your shocker and  
then go to the bottom lane and kill the raptor down there.  Keep going right  
until you reach the DNA.  Collect that one and then switch to the top lane  
and collect the next one.  Then go back down and run right until the bottom  
lane ends with a ledge.  Go up and collect the DNA and jump on to the left  
ledge.  Collect the DNA up there, climb up the tree, collect the DNA to the  
right of you and then go right.  Dodge the Pteradon and go to the left of  



the branch.  You will see a Pteradon hovering over some DNA.  Run and jump  
off.  You should miss the Pteradon because it will swoop downward, allowing  
you to collect the DNA.  Then you will fall on a ledge.  Collect the DNA and  
then pick up the heart.  Fall off of that ledge and then switch to the  
bottom lane.  Go right until you have to jump on a ledge.  Jump on it and  
climb up the tree.  Then go to the end of the right branch and collect the  
DNA.  You should see another ledge to the right of you.  Jump on it and  
switch to the top lane.  Dodge the Pteradon and collect the DNA.  Then jump  
off at the end and climb up the tree.  Then collect the DNA at the top of  
that tree and then jump on to the next branch, the Pteradon that was  
hovering there shouldn't have hurt you.  Climb up that branch and run right.  
  When you reach the end of the branch there will be a Pteradon.  Jump over  
it and fall to the bottom.  Look there is the DNA capsule!  Don't get it  
just yet.  Go down to the bottom lane and run left and collect the DNA and  
kill the raptor.  Keep going left and you should see a DNA and a shocker on  
the top lane between two ledges.  Go up and collect them and then go back  
down and keep going left until you are able to go to the top lane again.   
Collect the Heart and the DNA still keep going left.  When you reach a  
dead-end, collect the DNA that is between two ledges on the top lane.  Then  
go back right and get the DNA capsule.  STAGE CLEAR 

You should have got: 

BLUE: 10/10 
RED: 16/16
YELLOW: 12/12 
GREEN: 14/14 

MISSION COMPLETE 

This DNA Capsule stage is just like the last one.  The DNA rotates stupidly  
fast with three organisms, except that it moves down faster. 

You just created the thickheaded Pachycephalosaurus 

18' long 800 pounds 65 Mil. years ago, 
Head-butting herbivore.  Lowers thick skull creating sturdy battering ram. 

********************************* 
{LEVEL 8: PERILOUS HIGHLANDS} 
********************************* 
The Perilous Highlands are home to rugged, hardy dinosaurs.  There are areas  
with obstacles, which 
may seem impassable, but using your head will get you a long way… 

When you start out, go left and collect the DNA behind you.  The jump on the  
ledge to the right of you and switch to the top lane.  Stay away from the  
Pachy.  Lead it right until you reach the rocks, make it bash them down.   
Keep running right and collect the DNA until you reach a ledge.  Jump off so  
that you can collect the DNA that is floating in the air and when you land  
on the next ledge, lead the Pachy (Pachylacephalosaurus) so that it bashes  
the rocks down and keep leading it until it hits the next layer of rocks,  
thus knocking them down.  Collect all the DNA and avoid the next Pachy and  
when you reach the ledge, fall down and make yourself hang on the ledge, so  
that you can collect the DNA (Note: You have to be on the bottom lane).   
Then drop down and avoid the Pachy and collect the bombs and the heart.   
Then go left and climb up a ladder.  Ignore the DNA capsule and keep going  
left and fall off that ledge and collect the DNA down there.  Then climb up  
the next ladder, avoid the Pachy and then drop back down avoiding that Pachy  



and collect the DNA there and then fall down and collect the DNA that is  
located along the ladder.  When you reach the bottom, get the heart IF YOU  
NEED IT and collect the DNA.  Then climb up the ladder and you should see a  
cage-like structure.  Avoid the Pachy and collect the heart ONLY IF YOU NEED  
IT.  Go behind the cage-like structure and jump off and collect the DNA that  
is in the air.  Climb back up and go right until you reach the next ladder.   
Climb up and collect the next 2 DNA.  Fall down, avoid the Pachy, and  
collect the DNA. Don't climb up the ladder.  Instead, go back right and  
collect the hearts, because you will probably be needing them right about  
now and go until you reach the DNA capsule and pick it up.  STAGE CLEAR. 

TIP FOR STAGE: To avoid the Pachys, you have to switch lanes when it is  
charging after you.  They can't change lanes while charging.  If you are in  
a place that is hard to escape one, try to make it charge into a wall.  It  
will hit the wall and fall down, giving you some time to get away. 

You should have got: 

BLUE: 12/12 
RED: 16/16
YELLOW: 13/13 
GREEN: 14/14 

MISSION COMPLETE 

This next capsule stage shouldn't be a problem.  The DNA rotates slowly  
enough, but watch out for the 4 organisms shooting around the screen!  Also  
the DNA moves down a lot faster, too so watch out for that also. 

You created the poisonous Dilophosoraus. 

10' long, 200 lbs., 185 mil years ago. 

Carnivore that spits corrosive venom.  Displays its frill when intimidated. 

********************** 
{LEVEL 9: INGEN LAB} 
********************** 
The Ingen labs have been long abandoned yet some of the equipment remains  
running.  Beware of hidden traps and new dinosaurs that attack from a  
distance with venomous spit! 

When you start out, jump on the platform in front of you, avoid the Dilo  
(Dilophosoraus) and collect the DNA.  Jump down, collect the DNA and climb  
up the ladder.  When you reach the top, jump left and when you see the Dilo,  
make it run next to the wall and corner it.  Jump kick it and when it hits  
the ground jump and kick it again.  Repeat the process until you knocked it  
out.  Go down and collect the knife and go back and jump over to the right  
part (make sure you are on the top lane so you can collect the two DNA above  
the place you jump over.  Collect the DNA that is behind the two containers  
that has some kind of fizzy liquid/substance.  Jump to get them, you should  
be able to see them, they are not hidden.  Collect the rest of the DNA and  
drop down on the small ledge and collect the DNA there, but you can't  
collect the DNA next to you for some reason so drop down.  When the laser  
shuts off, go down and jump to collect the DNA that you couldn't reach.   
Then run right and collect the DNA when the laser shuts off and when you  
reach the end run up to the button and automatically turn it off.  Then go  
right, get the heart, and jump on to the ledge.  See the DNA above those two  
containers?  Well there is goop under them that hurts you if you touch it.   



Jump up and collect one of the DNA and then push back on the control pad.   
You should have missed the goop.  Then switch to the bottom lane and go to  
the next one on the other side while avoiding the Dilo.  Switch to the top  
lane and repeat the procedure to get the DNA.  Then run right and jump off  
of the ledge so you touch the wall and you should fall and collect two DNA.   
Then run left and collect the DNA behind the container and then wait for the  
laser to turn off and switch to the bottom lane, run past the wall and run  
up into the new room.  Collect the first DNA and jump over the goop behind  
the container and collect the DNA there.  After that, wait for the laser to  
shut off and go and collect the DNA on the bottom lane.  Then go to the top,  
collect DNA, go to the bottom when the laser shuts off, collect the DNA.   
Then run right and push the switch when the laser shuts off and then go to  
the next room to the right.  Collect the DNA there and go back left until  
you reach the place where you fell down from.  Collect the DNA and the heart  
behind the container and climb up the ladder.  When there is DNA beside you,  
climb up a bit and jump off and collect the DNA and then move back to grab  
back on to the ladder, repeat this procedure with the rest of the DNA.  When  
you reach the top, jump to the left platform and switch to the top lane.   
Jump back and collect the DNA and then jump on the ledge that you just came  
from.  Run left and collect the heart behind the Dilo.  Drop down, collect  
the gun, jump to collect the DNA, and go left again.  Switch to the bottom  
lane and go left and collect the DNA and kill the raptor.  Then keep going  
left and collect the next DNA and kill the raptor.  Then go to the top lane,  
jump and collect the DNA and then go to the platform.  When the raptor  
starts chasing you, duck and let it jump over you when it tries to do the  
jumping claw attack.  Then IMMEDIATELY run right.  Jump and collect the DNA  
in the air until you reach the end.  Go back either way (going left I prefer  
going on the bottom lane because the raptor won't be able to get to you on  
the bottom lane.).  Jumps on the ledge, collect the DNA, switch to the top  
lane, and jump on the platform.  Jump over the goop, collecting DNA the  
whole time and then jump off the ledge that you land (going left) so you  
won't touch the goop at the bottom.  Keep running left, collect the DNA and  
the gun, climb up the ladder, and jump to the next platform.  Run right  
until you reach the door in the fence and go in and run left.  Jump on the  
next platform and shoot the Dilo from there.  Then jump and collect the DNA  
and then go back right.  Jump on the next platform and shoot the raptor when  
it comes after you.  Collect the DNA in that area and avoid, or shoot the  
next raptor.  Go right, collecting DNA and ignore the DNA capsule and climb  
up the ledge.  Avoid the Dilo or shoot it ad collect the DNA behind the  
container and the DNA on the bottom lane.  Then go back to the DNA container  
and pick it up.  STAGE CLEAR 

TIP FOR STAGE: Always look behind the big containers for DNA. 

You should have go: 

BLUE: 18/18 
RED: 22/22
YELLOW: 17/17 
GREEN: 17/17 

MISSION COMPLETE 

This DNA stage is a little easier than the last one, there are three  
organisms, and two follow the injector, and the DNA falls down really fast  
so be quick on this stage. 

The Dino that you created was the Stego (Stegosaurus) 

25' long 5 tons 145 mil years ago. 



Herbivore with plates along its back.  Spiked tail devastating when swung. 

***************************** 
{LEVEL 10: ANCIENT FOREST} 
***************************** 
Don't let the tranquility of the Ancient Forest fool you.  The Dinosaurs  
that liver there will defend their home with ferocity and one of them is  
rumored to attack with a small typhoon! 

When you start out collect the DNA around you and then go right.  Switch to  
the bottom lane and collect the DNA and fall down into the small hole and  
collect the DNA.  When the Pachy charges at you jump out.  Then switch to  
the top lane and go behind the tree.  Jump and you should've got some DNA.   
Jump twice because you may have missed some DNA that you can't see.  Then go  
to the other end of the small hole and drop down and collect the DNA there.   
Jump back out and go right again.  Avoid the Pachy and go to the next small  
hole.  Collect the DNA down there and jump and collect the DNA behind the  
tree, Pick up the bombs.  Go right and collect the DNA that you see until  
you find a Stego.   When it attacks you, jump over the typhoon and throw a  
bomb.  Repeat this until it is down.  Collect the DNA and jump on the next  
ledge and collect the DNA in front of you and go back left.  Fall into the  
small place you came from (stay on the top row the hole time) and jump out  
of there on the left side.  Run and collect the DNA until you run into  
another Stego.  Repeat the process of throwing bombs.  Then run past it and  
collect all the DNA until you reach the place where you were at before.  Go  
back to where you saw your first Stego and jump out of that place and then  
jump on to the next ledge.  Collect the DNA on the ground there and jump to  
collect a DNA that is hard to see that is in front of a tree.  Then drop  
back down, fall down the ledge, collect the DNA down there, jump out, switch  
to the top lane, collect the DNA, go left, and get the DNA hidden behind the  
tree.  Go back right and stay on the bottom row and collect the row of DNA  
in front of the rocks (you have to jump to get to them).  Then go to the top  
row and collect the DNA near the trees.  Then go right (avoiding the Stegos)  
until you reach the DNA capsule and pick it up.  STAGE CLEAR 

TIP FOR STAGE: Always look around trees for DNA that might be hard to see or  
that is hidden. 

You should have got 

BLUE: 12/12 
RED: 14/14
YELLOW: 14/14 
GREEN: 09/09 

MISSION COMPLETE 

This DNA container stage should be easier.  There are four organisms, with  
two of them chasing you, but the DNA rotates very slowly and should mover  
down slower. 

You created the Anklyosaurus. 

17' long 5 tons 65 mil years ago 

Armored herbivore.  Makes up for its slowness with its massive club-tail. 



********************************************** 
{LEVEL 11: RETURN TO PERILOUS HIGHLANDS} 
********************************************** 
Return to the mountainous regions of this area to retrieve the final base  
DNA. It lies on the lair of a slow yet formidable dinosaur. 

I have no clue why you come back here!!!  Collect the gun behind you and  
leave the bombs.  Jump on to the platform across from you and dodge the  
Pteradons and collect the DNA until you reach the end.  Jump off and you  
should land on a platform.  Shoot one of the Pteradons and dodge the other.   
Then run right, shooting/dodging Pteradons in your way while collecting DNA.  
  When you reach the end, fall off and push left on the control bad so you  
won't land on the Anklyosaurus and ignore the DNA capsule.  Dodge the rocks  
and go left and climb up the ladder.  Collect the DNA at the top and fall  
down and collect the DNA and the heart at the bottom.  Climb up the next  
ladder, and dodge the Pteradons and collect the DNA.  Jump down, dodge the  
Pteradon and collect the DNA.  Then fall down, collecting the DNA along the  
ladder and collect the hearts, you are probably needing them.  Climb up the  
next ladder and collect the DNA at the top and then go behind the cage-like  
structure.  Jump and collect the DNA behind there that is floating in the  
air. Then go back in front of it and jump off so you can collect the DNA as  
you fall.  Get back up and go right and climb up the ladder.  Collect the  
DNA at the top.  Fall down, dodge the Pteradons and climb up the ladder and  
collect the last of the DNA.  At the top collect the bombs and fall back  
down.  Go to the DNA capsule and kill the Anklyosaurus for making the game  
harder if you want to.  Pick up the last DNA capsule!  STAGE CLEAR 

TIP FOR STAGE: Make you gun useful when you run into Pteradons that are in  
your way before you make them dive at you so you can dodge them.  That way  
you won't have that many to dodge. 

You should have got: 

BLUE: 12/12 
RED: 12/12
YELLOW: 13/13 
GREEN: 11/11 

MISSION COMPLETE 

This DNA capsule stage is just like the last one.  Slow rotating DNA that  
moves down at a good speed with four organisms with two that follow the  
injector. 

You created the Spinosaurus!!! 

70' long 12 tons 100 mil years ago. 

Largest Carnivore in Jurassic Park.  Can eat most prey in a single bite! 

*************************************** 
{LEVEL 12:RETURN TO SAVAGE LANDS} 
*************************************** 
The Spinosaurus is loose and on a rampage.  Escape through the treetops of  
the Savage Lands and make a break for the runway! 

This is pretty easy for the last stage.  Try not to get to close to the  
Spinosaurus or else it will snap at you.  When you come to two tree branches  
that make a bridge, be prepared for the Spinosaurus to surprise you.  Some  



times he will back away to where you can't see him and he will show up on  
the other side of you and snap at you, but you have plenty of time to dodge  
this. Other times he will duck underneath the bridge and slash at you with  
his fin.  Watch out because sometimes he will slash twice in the same spot.   
All you have to do is be careful and you should beat him in no time. 

*********** 
{THE END} 
*********** 
I will not put the end here.  It is too much of a spoiler.  There is a last  
level after level 12, but there is no strategy to it.  All you do is run the  
whole time, and if I wrote about it here, then it give away the whole  
ending. 

######################## 
[6=CODES AND SECRETS] 
######################## 

This section will be used for codes and secrets THAT DO WORK.  E-mail me if  
you have any.  Before the code or secret is put up, I will try it myself.   
If it works, then it will be put up and the person who sent it will be given  
full credit in my "Thanks" Section of the guide.  Those of you who send me a  
bad code or secret will not be given any credit what so ever, but you will  
still be free to send in more, because how am I supposed to know that you  
knew it was fake or not? 

****************** 
{HARDER GAME:} 
****************** 
Beat the game the first time and then play the same file again.  You will  
start back at the first level again, but this time there will be more dinos  
and the DNA particles will be located in different locations. 

###################### 
[7=BOSS STRATEGIES] 
###################### 

********************* 
{FIRST BOSS= T-REX} 
********************* 
Level: Raptor Pens (second time) 

This boss isn't too hard.  You wait for him to bite at you and you just run  
away, turn around and shoot one shot at him in the head.  After about 5  
shots he will run away.  If you run out of ammo, you can jump kick him, but  
that is very hard to do.  I have only kicked him once, all the other times  
he has bitten me before I can kick. 

******************************* 
{SECOND BOSS=SPINOSAURUS} 
******************************* 
Level: Savage Lands  (second time) 

This is pretty easy for the last Dino that you face.  All you do is run away  
from him and throw bombs at him.  Be careful when you get to the bridge, he  
will stop and start snapping at you or go underneath you and try to hit you  



with his fin. 

############# 
8= DINO FILE 
############# 

This section will allow you to view the whole dino file off of the game! 

*********************** 
{Compsognathus (Compy)} 
*********************** 
Very timid due to small size.  Only attacks when your back is turned.  May  
attack in packs if disturbed 

************ 
{Gallimimus} 
************ 
Too fast to outrun.  Change lanes or crouch behind objects to avoid.  Jump  
over them as a last resort. 

************** 
{Brachiosaurus} 
************** 
Use your sliding technique to avoid its massive legs.  Beware of flying  
debris kicked up by the shockwave. 

************ 
{Velociraptor} 
************ 
Avoid deadly raptors whenever possible.  If you have no weapons crouch to  
evade its jumping claw attack. 

************ 
{Triceratops} 
************ 
Attacks only when provoked.  When you see its warning display run away fast  
to avoid its devastating bull charge. 

******* 
{T-rex} 
******* 
Make sure to be well equipped before facing the mighty T-rex.  Its body is  
invulnerable so find its weak spot. 

**********
{Pteradon}
**********
Pteradons attack in varied patterns.  Learn their flight behaviors to avoid  
their swooping attacks from above. 

************************* 
{Pachycephalasaurus (Pachy)} 
************************* 
Their ability to crush enemies can be used on obstacles also.  Lead them to  
large boulders, which block your path. 

************** 
{Dilophosaurus} 
************** 



Displays its frill when ready to spit deadly venom.  Avoid these projectiles  
and the puddles they leave on impact. 

************ 
{Stegosaurus} 
************ 
A swing of its body creates a fierce whirlwind as dangerous as its spiky  
tail.  Attack from a distance. 

************** 
{Anklyosaurus} 
************** 
Beware of falling rocks when it hits the ground.  Its armor is strong, but  
any heavy impact will do damage... 

************ 
{Spinosaurus} 
************ 
Not much is known about this large and terrifying dinosaur.  Surviving its  
onslaught will take great skill. (Yeah right) 

######### 
9=Strategies 
######### 

This part of the FAQ/Guide will tell you how to defeat some enemies if you  
don't have any ammo. 

You can beat a Compy(the small green dino) by jump kicking it twice (you  
have to kick right when you reach the 
Compy) 

If you run into a Dilo (the venom-spitting Dino) jump kick it and when it  
starts getting back up, jump kick it before it 
gets all the way up 

If you run into a raptor and you are at the top of a stair case, let it  
chase you to the last step and crouch and it will 
jump down the stairs, allowing you to get away. 

You can easily jump over a Galimimus if there is no other way to escape it. 

######################### 
10= CONTACT/LEGAL INFO. 
######################### 

************** 
{COPYRIGHT} 
************** 
© Copyright 2001 Brent Reed 

This document my be printed out for PRIVATE USE only.  It may not be sold  
for profit, or used as a prize.  It may not be put in magazines, newspapers,  
etc.  It may not be put on a disk and may only be used with Author's  
permission.  This document may not be altered in any way. 

********* 
{Contact:}
********* 



E-mail- the_smooth_criminal64@hotmail.com 

If you are going to email me with a question, code, etc.  PLEASE do the  
following:

If you are sending in a code, the subject title must be: "Code=J.P.3" 
If you are sending in a question, the subject title must be: Question=J.P.3"  
(Or "Quest.=J.P.3) 
If you are sending in correction, the subject title must be:   
"Correction=J.P.3" (Or "Correct.=J.P.3) 
If you think I should add any more to this FAQ, then put: "Add=J.P.3" 

Who ever gives me vital Info. will be given FULL credit.  Who ever submits a  
code will have their name in the "thanks" section and will be put by the  
code in the "Codes and secrets" section.  I will give you a confirmation  
E-mail if whatever you gave me is good and is not fake or whatever.  (NOTE:  
It may take a while because I may receive a lot of emails each day).  If you  
want anything added to this FAQ that you think that should be added, please,  
feel free to tell me about it. 

PLEASE READ PLEASE READ PLEASE READ PLEASE READ PLEASE READ 

You can use this FAQ if you want to, but do not alter it in any way, or take  
full credit for it.   If you ask to use it, I will probably give you the  
answer you want.  You have to tell me what site it will be used in also. 
You do not, however, have to ask me to print this out.  It may only be used  
for PRIVATE VIEWING ONLY. 

############# 
[11= THANKS] 
############# 

Cheatcodes.com for putting this FAQ on their site 
Gamefaqs.com for putting this FAQ on their site 
Gamefinisherz.com for putting this FAQ on their site 
Neoseekers.com for putting this FAQ on their site 
CheatPlanet.com for putting this FAQ on their site 
A2zcheats.com for putting this FAQ on their site 
Cheatcc.com for putting this FAQ on their site 

############################ 
[12= LOCATION OF THIS FAQ] 
############################ 

This section tells you where this FAQ can be found. 

This FAQ can currently be found at: 
  Cheatcodes.com 
  Gamefaqs.com 
  Gamefinisherz.com 
  Neoseekers.com 
  Cheatplanet.com 
  A2zcheats.com 

######### 
[13=END] 
######### 



This will probably be the only game FAQ/Strategy guide that I will write for  
Gameboy Advance, but I will write some for the Gamecube once I get one.  I  
will do anything I can to get my hands on one!  Once again, my email is  
the_smooth_criminal64@hotmail.com. 

This document is copyright thesmoothcriminal and hosted by VGM with permission.


